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A landscape in the East: Beøutiful, but with disease and social problems t¿s a shadow. (Front
the Kishi islands in Laþe Onega, Republic of Karelia, Russia.) (Photo: Ø. Larsen 2003)
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Baltic health and European
cooPeration

Michael2004:1: 363.
This issue of Michaellooks east. It has a focus on health conditions in the

region around the Baltic Sea. Here, in many countries major changes have

taken place in the life of the populations since the collapse of the Soviet

Union. Apolitical and economic turmoil followed the breakdown in nearþ
all fields of the former Soviet society.

The process also exerted a profound eftèct on health and health condi-
tions. Changes to the better simply had to take place rather swiftly. For
some of the countries, joining the European Union on May 7, 2004 be-
came a breakthrough and a preliminary goal in the efforts to achieve \(/est-
ern living standards.

However, at the same time the waves of neoliberalism which have

flooded Europe during the last decades, also have put strain on traditional
public health and welfare state thinking. This concurrent development has

been a concern in countries on both sides ofthe previous iron curtain.
In the Baltic region the dffirences as such perhaps have been a special chal-

lenge. Especially notewonhy among medical issues are the differences in per-

ception and approach for diseases which become a more general threat when
the region opens up. Free travel ald easy contacts over the borders give new

dimensions to handling of e.g. the communicable diseases. The practical

strategy in prwenting and treating infections, as well as the general attitudes

towards communicable disease have to be harmonized.

The articles in this numb er of Michael take up these problems, e.g. by de-

scribing the activities within the comprehensive multinational Task Force

project, which was designed to curb the infectious diseases in the Baltic region,

but also to enhance multilateral cooperetion as such on the political level.

Michael also covers the twelfth annual EUPFIA conference in Oslo.
This meeting of the European Public Health Association confirmed that
European collaboration in the public health field has a blooming for the

time being. Perhaps this is one of the consequences of a general interna-
tionalisation. But more likely it is a response to the glowing necessiry for
cooperation in health matters.

Øiuind [.¿rsen
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Autamn in st. Petersbarg Flowersfor sale øt tlte Moscow Røilwalt station.
(Photo: Ø. Larsen 2003)

The preuention of alcohol abuse in the former Souiet (Jnion constitutes a prob-
lem wltich should be solued. Howeuer, trøditions may be hard to tarn. The pic-
ture sltows a sales hiosh for beer arud tobøcco strategicølþ ptøced jast outside tbe
mllin entft¿nce ofthe Uniuersity ofPetrosauodsh. (Photo: Ø. Larsen 200j)
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Olga S. ToungoussoYa

Infections, infection control and
social change in the countries of
the former Soviet Unionl

Micltael 2004: I ; 365-75.
Introduction
The history of the spread of infectious disease in the countries of the former
Soviet Union is closely related to the political and economic conditions.
The topic can be characterised within geographic and time frames. The
Soviet Union experienced isolation from the rest of the world during ap-

proximately 70 years of its history; most information was kept secret, data

on infectious diseases were considered confrdential and not available to the

scientific community. The situation changed shortly after the breakdown
of the Soviet Union. The statistical data available are, however, fragmen-
tary and not consistent from publication to publication.

Transmission of infectious diseases during the past century depended

on social, economic and political processes. The history of the Soviet

Union provides good examples of how political and economic change in a

country precedes the emergence of infectious diseases. Any crisis in a soci-

ety brings socio-economic change, including low income, unemployment,
crowded housing and improper nutrition. Socio-economic change is asso-

ciated with a range of health problems including impairment of the im-
mune system leading to increased susceptibility to infectious diseases. Be-

havioural changes and ¡eluctance to use condoms gives excessive exposure

to infectious agents. Problems in the health care system are caused by in-
sufficient financial funding and include shortages of essential drugs, de-

layed diagnosis, inadequate vaccination and treatment. All these factors

make patients infected for prolonged periods of time, increase exposure of
susceptible individuals to infecdous agents, hence provicling the necessary

conclitions for the emergence of infectious diseases.

L Tlial lectr"rre April 1,2004 on the occasion of the author's deFence of her clocror,rl ¡hesis

ar: the Universiry of Oslo.
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Regular emergence of infectious diseases in a particular area provides an
opportunity to analyse causation. The epidemic peaks in the incidence of
infectious diseases evidently occurred after political and economic changes
during the past cenrury. The first wave of epidemics came shortly after the
October Revolution in l9I7; the next one was caused by the consequences
ofthe Second\Øorld\Øar. In the early 1990s, an increase in the incidence
of infectious diseases started with the disintegration of the Soviet Union
and was accelerated by the economic crisis in August 1998.

During soviet times, rhe country comprised 15 socialistic republics that
became independent states in 199 1 . Five of them (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and uzbekistan) are located in the central Asia.
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia in the Caucasus, IJkraine, Moldova and
Belarus a¡e in the west, while Estonia, Lawia and Lithuania are in the Baltic
region. Russia is one of the world's largest countries with a population of
approximately 145 million and an area of 1Z million kmz, spanning seven
geographic zones, ten rime zones and three climatic zones. This diversiry,
in addition to socio-economic change, substantially influences epidemio-
logical indicators of infectious disease in this counrry.

Socio-economic changes and the history of infectious
disease control in the Soviet Union
The modern history of Russia and the new independenr states may be di-
vided into two periods: the soviet era and the post-soviet era. The Soviet
era began in 1917 with the october Revolution and the communist party

founding the union of Soviet socialist Republics. This political change re-
sulted in crises in the economy and in the standard of living and created
conditions for the spread of infectious diseases. At the time, about 2 million
people, roughly 2o/o of the population, died from tuberculosisT. Syphilis
and diphtheria also lead to high morbidity.

The post-revolution Soviet Union started rebuilding its industry and
agriculture. A growing economy improved socio-economic conditions and
people were provided with adequate housing and proper nutrition. Ade-
quate housing decreasecl the number of persons sharing the same room,
hence reducing the risk of exposure to infections agents. Improved nutri-
tional status srrengthened the immune sysrem's abiliry to fighr back infec-
tion.

The soviet gove'lmenr showed great commirmenr ro a reorganisatio'
of health ancl neclical services, which were available ro everl.one free of
charge. It proviclecl the necessary ftrncling for ii-rfectious disease conrlol, ol-
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gaaised a specialised system consisting ofcentralised clinics or dispensaries,

opened departments for infectious diseases in medical universities, de-
signed vaccination strategies and prograrnmes, and organised epidemiolog-
ical monitoring of infectious diseases.

In 1985, Soviet economy and society experienced a dramatic change

when Mikhail Gorbachey introduced the policy of glasnost and pere-
stroika. His initiatives released forces that by December l99l had split the
USSR up into 15 independent states. Since then, Russia and the other
states have struggled to build a democratic political sysrem and a market
economy. Political changes resulted in economic crises that threatened liv-
ing standards and made for the spread of infectious diseases; 20o/o of urban
families lived in crowded accommodation, as the state system of housing
distribution broke down and people had to afford their own accommoda-
tion 3. Young singles usually lived in crowded hostels or student dormito-
ries; young married couples with their parents. Because of the economic
crises and declining purchasing power, the average diet was insufiìciently
balanced. Vegetables were for the most part only available in rural areas,

fruit was not an important element of the diet, and the consumption of
meat decreased 3.

In the earþyea¡s ofthe decade, a crisis developed in the health care sys-

tem because of insuffìcient government funding, falling numbers of med-
ical personnel, and lack of equipment and technology. Medical establish-
ments were not supplied with all essential drugs because the Soviet sysrem

of drug distribution had broken down, with no good alternative in its
place. In addition, the health care system did not run educational pro-
grammes for the population, for exa,mple on hygiene and a proper diet. All
these factors were accompanied by mass media campaigns criticising tÏe
health cere system, warning against adverse effects of vaccination and
drugs, leading to people loosing faith in public medicine. At this time the
government established an obligatory health insurance system. Several pri-
vate clinics were organised to provide treatment on an anonymous basis

and private pharmacies sold drugs, including antibiotics, without a doc-
tor's prescription.

R.e-emergence of infectious diseases in the f,ormer Soviet Union
During the past few years, Russia and other new states have expelienced the
re-emergence of old diseases such as tuberculosis, diphtheria, syphilis, hep-
atitis B, and the emergence of new diseases such as HIV infection. The re-
emergence of dre old cliseases was accompanied by genetic cl-ranges in
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pathogens leading to drug resisrance and increased virulences. Infectious
diseases occur as a result of an interaction between the human host and the
micro organism. Social and economic factors can decrease the host's abiliry
to fight back the parhogen while at the sa-me time increased virulence and
drug resistance make progression to acrive disease more likely and patients
remain infectious for a prolonged period of time. Antibiotic resistance in-
c¡eased when drugs became available without a prescription. It was com-
bined with a massive shortage of drugs in clinics, especially those in the
prison system, and frequent self-medication. SelÊmedication often in-
cluded inappropriate selection of drugs, leading to insufficient rrearmenr
and emergence of drug-resistant micro-organisms. That is why these dis-
eases have become the most urgenr threat to public healths.

Diphtheria
Diphtheria is normally a disease of childhood, but the history of the Soviet
Union shows that a non-immune adult population can be affected. Diph-
theria was a highly endemic disease in the early 20th cenrury (600/100
000)16. The decrease in the incidence of diphtheria in the soviet union in
the earþ 1920s was associated with improved iiving standards a¡rd the in-
troduction of vaccination in some areas. A-fter the first fall in incidence
(100/100 000), there were periodic weves of epidemics. It is difficult to
identify the facrors that governed diphtheria periodiciry berween 1930 and
1950. A universal childhood immunization campaign began in l95B;6y
1963 the incidence was down dra-matically (251100 000). The disease was
successfully controlled during 30 years by a good vaccination pro-
gramme16.

In earþ 1990s, diphtheria started ro re-emerge in the countries of the
former soviet union. For the first time in the history of infectious diseases,
most cases of diphtheria occurred in adults. In 1994, the diphtheria epi-
demic was reported from all srares excepr Estonia, es most of its adult pop-
ulation had been vaccinated between 1 985 and 1987 . -ïhe cases were con-
centrated in Russia (26.4l1rc0 000), though a similar epidemiological
trend was observed in the countries of Central Asia (5.411100 000), the
Caucasus (7.021100 000), the \Øestern counrries (5.351100 000), and
the Baltic countries (3.691100 000) t6.

Several factors might explain the emergence of diphrheria in the post-
soviet period. changes in the immunization scheclule during this periocl
resulted in less intensive vaccinarion of children. The number of condirions
considered temporaly or permanent contraindications to vaccination lvas
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increased. In addition, the mass media made people fear adverse reactions

to vaccination. This resulted in a drop ofvaccination coverage and, hence,

inadequate vaccination. Re-emergence of diphtheria was also associated

with a biological change in the pathogen: a change in the predominant cir-

culating biotype from gravis to mitis was documentedl6. The peak of the

epidemic came in 1995, then a massive vaccination campaign was imple-

mented a¡d the incidence started to decrease steadily, reaching its initial
level in the late 1990s.

Sexually transmifted diseases

The system for the control of sexually transmitted diseases (STD) in the

Soviet periodwas f¡ee of charge but lacked confidentiality. Shortly after the

revolution a committee for the control of venereal diseases was set up. In
l92l it started to develop a netvvork ofcentralised and specialised dispen-

saries for the treatment of STD on an inpatient basisl3. The official opin-

ion on STD was negative, tÏey were held to be morally undesirable. Per-

sons diagnosed with syphilis and gonorrhoea were seen as having a morally

corrupted capitalistic behaviour. Under criminal law, persons found to be

infected and who refused treatment or who had sex after being notified

about the infection, could be prosecuted. Patients a¡d contacts were Pre-
vented from accessing a variety of municipal facilities, taking up new jobs

or go abroad until they were cured. The system had a good screening for

syphilis and gonorrhoea organised for certain occupational groups, includ-

ing cooks, medical personnel, school and hotel staff, patients admitted to

hospitals, and pregnant women. Doctors were under legal obligation to re-

poft ell cases by name and addressl3.

After the glasnost period and the disintegration of the Soviet Union,

historical data describing the occurrence of syphilis have become available.

The notification rate for syphilis in I92I was 550/100 000 population.

Introduction of penicillin and STD control helped to reduce it to 2.45 I I00
000 by 1963;it reached a new peak of approximately 30 in the mid-1970s

(30/100 000) and declined again in the late 1980s (2/100 000)12.

After the break-up of the Soviet lJnion, there were dramatic changes in

STD control; first, because of lower government funding, and secondly be-

cal-rse many doctors began to move towards the idea that STD control

should be addressed by combining social education and by means of infor-

mâtion through the primary health cale systemr3. The contemporary STD

service is based on voluntary attenclance and partner notification. It be-

came very clear that many people preferled to be treated in the pr:ivate sec-

lì.\r.Trc ll!r,\LTH



The incidence of syphilis has increased sharply in the states of the for-
mer soviet union since the earþ 1990s, in 1996 reaching the level of
2631100 000 i2. Approximately equal numbers of men *J*o-.. -.r.affected. young people was
example, of syphilis amo
exceeds 1 situation in the w
2101rc} 000, Moldova 2001t00 000 and ukraine r44rrco 000) and
central Asia (Kazakhstan 23lll00 000, Kyrgyzstan r3i7lr00 000) was
similar in the mid- 1 990s; in 1996 it was more favourable in the Baltic states
(Lawia rl7lr00 000, Lithuaniagglt00 00; and Estonia 70rr00 000)12.

ïitiii ffiiJ:":'.ïIJ:ïî::
condoms. 1995 there was an in-
crease in syphilis among the unemployed from lïo/o to 50.4o/o.The health
cere system had problems tracing contacrs because of private clinics that

anonymous basis without reporting casest3. The
othe¡ sexually transmimed diseases in the region

Hepatitis B
Rates of hepatitis B in Russia increased steadily, reaching peaks in 1996
(35.8/100 000) and 1999 (43.31r00 000)s. The reasons are the same as
those for srDs. They include changes in sexual behaviour, low social back-
ground, frequent change of partners, and reluctance ro use condoms2.

_ì À,ltcHÀEL



ringes and homosexual intercourse, while women were infected by men

through heterosexual intercourse. Infection among women can be also due

to injection drug use, but to a smaller extent than infection among men1,

The health care system did not always provide disposable syringes for treat-

ment. Some cases resulted from transfusion of infected blood. Children

born from mothers with hepatitis B were at great risk to be infected and be-

come chronic ca¡riers2.

HlVinfection
HIV is a new emerging infection in the region. A mass HIV screening pro-

gramme was introduced in 1987,which is towards the end of Soviet period
4. It was targeted at low risk groups: pregnant women, blood donors, med-

ical personnel, and hospital patients, foreigners arriving and planning to

stay in the country for an extended period of time, and persons that had

spent more than one year abroad. HIVwas diagnosed in the Soviet Union
early in t 987; the flrst infected person had been infected in Africa through

sexual contact. In 1989, an outbreak of nosocomial HIV infections oc-

curred emong 250 children in the southern Russian republic of Kalmykia.

It was followed by an epidemic among adults; around 40o/o of the cases

were caused by homosexual transmission4.

From 1990 to 1999, the number of HlV-infected persons in Russia in-
creased dramatically, from 95 in 1990 to 10 900 in 19998. Offìcial statis-

tics on HIV reflects only 10% of the actual number of infected Persons.
The majority (60Vo) of HlV-infected persons were intravenous drug

abusers. The highest incidence was found in the big central cities and sea

ports of Russia. The city of Kaliningrad, Iocated in the west part of the

country and isolated geographically from Russia by the Baltic states, was

the most affected region4. Other cities with rapidly spreading HIV epi-

demics are Krasnoyarsk, NizhnþNovgorod, Rostov, Tver and Saratov.

Smaller numbers were reported from several other cities and regions, in-
cluding Siberia and the far north.

The former Soviet Union has the fastest growing HIV epidemic in the

world. HIV prevalence varies widely in Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova. In
Ulraine, only 40 to 80 new cases were registered eachyear from 1988 to

\9944. These were mainly among foreigners infected through sexual con-

¡acts. In March and April 1995, more than 1000 int¡avenous drug users in
two main cities in Ukraine were found to be HiV positive. A year later,

HIV infection among intravenous dt'ttg users .,vas reported from alI 25 re-

gional centres in Uk-L"aine. The total number of cliagnosecl cases rose to

B\Lt IL ll 1.¡r r1



more than 25 000 in 1997. Few HIV infections had been reported in Be-
larus until May 1996, when mass screening of intraveno,r, i.ug users re-
vealed that 632 (50% of those tested) were infected by HIV. ny ih. end of
7997, the total number of Hrv infections had increased to isoo cases4.
HIV is less prevalent in Baltic srates, in particular in Lithuania, and in the
states of Caucasus and central Asia5.

several factors are associared with the HIV epidemic2,a. They include
intrayenous drug abuse becoming prevalent among young people. Shar_
ing of needles was ,.eqF common among drug abusers in Mãscow, Karin-
ingrad and Poltava. HIV infection might also result from the process of
the preparing the drug for injection. There are reporrs from several cities,
including Moscow and Kaliningrad, which indicate that blood was added
to the drug before injectiona because of a belief that the blood cells neu-
tralise toxic reagenrs. change of sexual behaviour patrerns, low social
background and reluctance to use condoms -,".r. orh., important con-
tributing factors. some data suggested spread of HIV infection among
pregnant women, children born f¡om HIV positive morhers, and blood
donors' Blood donation is based on a volunrary sysrem, though donors
receive incentives such as paymenr, free food for the day, and two addi-
tional days off work. The HIV epidemic is also fuelled by the policy of
distributing HlV-infected prisoners around the country. until ìecently,
all HlV-infected prisoners were kept in one prison, now they are allo-
cated to different prisons around rhe country. Intravenous drug use has
increased emong prisoners; HIV is spreading in the prisonslhrough
shared infected needles and unprotecred sex. very few prìson health serv-
ices offer needle exchange and condoms, which woulJreduce the risk of
infection. Migration from highly endemic counrries also fuels the current
epidemic.

Tuberculosis
The cent¡alised dispensary sysrem fo¡ tuberculosis prevention and treat-
menr was introduced in the soviet union in 191g and streptomycin and
PAS has been used for trearment of tuberculosis since the 1920s. Isoniazid,
cycloserine and thiacerazone were introduced in the 1960s; rifampin was
available f'om the early l970s.As a result of a good contror prog.".n,.'. *d
the introduction of speciÊc antibiotics, the incidenc. of r.rbJr-..,losis fell
steadily from I 19 per I 00 000 inhabitants i¡ 1965 to 34 per I 00 000 in
1991. Frorn 1991, however, rhe incidence sta¡red ro rise srrarpry, r-eachi'g
90.3 per 100 000 in 2000e,Ì4.

NIrcHrrr



In Estonia, after a decline in tuberculosis incidence from 4771100 000
in 1953 to 261I00 000 in 7992, there was a steadily increasing incidence,
reaching 521 700 000 in 19996 , accompanied by an increase in drug-resist-
ant tuberculosis, particularly multidrug-resistant (MDR) tuberculosis, that
is resistance to rifampin and isoniazidlT. In 1998, MDR tuberculosis
accounted for l4o/o of new pulmonary cases. The majority (87.5o/o) of
these patients were infected by a highly virulent strain of the \Ø-Beijing
genotype 6.

The incidence of tuberculosis in Lawiahas followed a similar trend, up
from 1991 to a rate of 74lI00 000 in I998r5, since then remaining at
about the same level. MDRwas found in 8.60/o of new cases and in34.5o/o
of all tuberculosis patients in 2000. The most dramatic increase has been

observed in Georgia, where reported notification rares increased from
29.81100 000 in 1989 to 194.71100 000 in 199611.

Prison systems are known to create emergence of tuberculosis. Epi-
demiological indicators in the prison sysrem are several times higher than
in the community at large; there is, for instance, an extremely high inci-
dence of tuberculosis (46671I00 000) in the prison sysrem ofAzerbaijanl0.

The increasing incidence of tuberculosis has been attributed to social
changes after the political and economic crisis. The health services had less

medical personnel and lacked equipment, technology, funding and of sup-
plies of all essentiel drugs. The treetment regimens for tuberculosis were in-
dividual and usually consisted of three drugs, including secondJine med-
ication. Severely ill patients were prescribed four drugs. No supervision of
treatment was provided; this allowed patients ro take their drugs on an ir-
regular basis. Interrupted treatment and inadequate regimens inc¡eased the
infectious period for many patients and the probability of healthy individ-
uals being exposed to and infected by tuberculosis. Up until the 1990s, all
patients with tuberculosis were hospitalised for the entire duration of trear-
ment, hence there were good opportunities for preventing interruption of
treatment. However, the re-emergence of tuberculosis resulted in a lack of
resources and unavailabiliry ofhospitalisation for all patients.

The epidemic was also fuelled by the situation in the prison sysrem. Tu-
berculosis originating in the prison systems of the former Soviet Union aÊ

fected inmates, personnel, and also those outside the walls. Nowadays, tu-
berculosis has ner,v features: increased incidence of antibiotic resistance ancl

the ernergence of a ner,v virulent genoqFpe called \M-Beijing; ir causes high
morbidity and mortaliry fi'om tuberculosis.

ll\rrr.- llF.\rrri



Conclusion
The history of the Soviet Union provides srrong evidence to the effect that
economic, social and political change made for the emergence of infectious
diseases. Political, economic and social transitions have brought changes in
the health situation of the population, causing an emergence of new and re-
emergence of old infectious diseases. The consequences of cha¡ges and the
extent of infectious disease spread vary from counrry to country. Infectious
diseases have similar epidemiological patterns over the past decades in the
countries of the former Soviet Union. The threat of these diseases is well
recognised, and improved social and economic conditions in these coun-
tries as well as research aimed at analysing new biological features of
pathogens will allow us to improve the situation and combat infectious dis-
eases.
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May 1, 2004 was øn im?ortant døy for tlte tbree Baltic countries Estonia,
Lønia and Litbuania: joining the European (Jnion. Houteuer, tlte mind.s of tbe

PeoPle were not ur¿ãnimous. An example: At t/te same time as ce/ebrøtions were

going on all ouer old Riga in Latuiø, ethnic Russians pøssed the embankment of
the riuer Døugøaa 0n their tuny to ø demonstration to support schoolingin Rus,
iøn languøge. (Photo Ø. Lat"sen 2004)
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Guntis Kilkuts,
and Elin

Øivind, Larsen
Olaug Rosvold

Health and social change
in Lawia, I99L-2001 - a modern
piece of medical history

Micbael 2004: I ; 277-85.

Health and social changes in Lawia
Latvia, the small country at the Baltic Sea had been part of the Soviet

Union since 1940, but regained its status as an independent state in 1991.

At this point, health and social conditions resembled those in other fo¡mer
Soviet states in the'Sl'estern parts of the lJnion, and the infrastructure of
the society, including the health care system was Soviet style.

Lawia has a population of 2.42 million, and around half of them live in
the capital of Riga. The ethnic composition in the country is 56.50/o Lat-
vians, 30.4o/o Russians and l3]% others. Life expectan cy is 73.7 years for
women, 6I.2years for men. Gross domestic product per capita in the year
2000 was USD 2420.

For a comparison, another Nordic countty, Norwa¡ has a population
of 4.50 million which is composed of 94.1o/o Norvvegians and 5.9o/o immi-
grants of different origins. Life expectancy is 81.1 years for women and

75.60/o for men. Gross domestic product per capita (2000) was USD
35004, ofwhich 8.0olo were total expenditures on health.

Since 1991 the Lawian society has undergone profound social changes,

partly because of its political objective to join the European lJnion, where

changes were required in order to qualify for application. By 2002, rnany

traits of the Lawian societywere much like in any\Øestern European coun-
try. To achieve this goal and the further progress which is to be expected,

the country has passed through a development which has been to the ben-

efit of many groups of the population. But it has created problems in social

conditions and health for others, e.g. pensioners and elderlypeople, or peo-

ple employed in industries which were closed down due to the new market
situation. The replacement of the Soviet system with a \Øestern system in
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many pafts of daily life, at least for a while left parts of the population in a
sort of limbo which led to social difficulties and even could harm their
health.

The curative part of the Soviet style health care sysrem was mainly hos-
pital and specialist oriented with no functioning primary health care sys-
tem as such. District internists and district pediatricians were placed in
policlinics together with specialists and were responsible for preventive
work. After 1991 and under new fina¡cial skies, this system among other
weaknesses showed to lack the required cost-effecdveness, er,en if e.g. its
preventive potentials were quite good. The first's7estern style general prac-
titioners were trained in 1992, but the political decision that a primary
health care served by general practitioners should be the first line system of
choice, was taken only in 1996. The process of replacing the first line spe-
cialists with trained general practitioners is long and cumbersome, and is
accompanied by a process of resrrucruring the paymenr procedures for
medical services.

Aims of the study
During the decade starting in I991, the social catch-up with the \Øestern
neighbours has been so rapid, that processes lasting for many years in other
countries here could be studied in compressed version. so there were rwo
disdnctive objectives: In the first place ro monitor and interpret what really
was going on, and in the second place to discuss the present situation in re-
lation to the social and medical history of other countries.

Material and methods
since 1993 the aurhors have had the opportunity to observe the process
going on in Lawia rather closely, one of us (GK) as an internist in a Riga
hospital with out-patienr sewices, larer as a general practitioner in central
Riga, the second of us (ØL) teaching medical history and community
medicine at the university of oslo with special responsibility for student
outplacement in Lawia and USA, and the third (EOR) as a studenr
tutor.

In the years 1995 to 200I a cotal of 93 medical students from Oslo in
groups of 4-6 twice a year stayed four weeks in Larvia as parr of their train-
ing in general practice and communiq¡ medicine. In the period 1996-200r
38 students had corresponding stays in the united states of America (La
Crosse, \ü/isconsin).
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Each group got to examine a given topic related to health a¡d social

change and had to write a report on their tndings. Theywere instructed to
collect as much of ¡elevant statisticâl information as possible, and to sup-

plement this with own obseryations and with interviews of informants and

key persons in the field. In order to take care of the comparative perspective

in time and space, the reports were written when the students came back to
Norway and could collaborate in an evaluation of the prevalent conditions
in Lawia and Norway, respectively Lawia, Norn'ay and the United States.

However, as the reports were completed in the course of six years, the

information given there is not updated beyond the year they were submit-
ted. The outplacements were discontinued in 2001.

To provide a common bacþround for their studies, all students took
paft in a standa¡dized teaching programme in Lawia, set up by GK, pre-

senting them to a wide series of public health issues.

The material gathered in the reports (l-12) under the guidance of the

authors makes up a material fit for elucidating a piece of modern medical
history - the changes in social conditions and health in Lawia.

Results - some medical and social indicators
A change in culture
In the first years following the Lawian independence, the society basically

was a Soviet society, yet challenged by strong nationalistic forces urging for
change. This dichotomy led to a puzzling cultural situation, as the rapid
breakup from the old system on the one hand could be painfirl in daily life,
whilst on the other hand the introduction of a \Øestern lifestyle also could
be painfirl, especially when resources \Mere scarce (1). This ambiguity of
course influenced the attitudes of the informants, and e.g. their evaluation

of the past and their prospects for the future have to be interpreted in light
ofthe social context:

\Ørote a group who had a Lawian family as their informants in 1996 (2):

"This family lives on the eight floor in a suburb apartment building,
built in the Soviet period. They have a small apartment (50 square meters)

and a veranda where they dry their laundry even et minus 10 degrees Cel-
sius. Some of the windows have synthetic curtains, and everywhere are the

green plants looking more healthy than the people living there. Beneath the

concrete you can easily see the rusry reinforcement. One of their children,

Janis is looking at television. The Dynasry is on channel one. Krystle speaks

Lawian and the subtext is in Russian. The rooms are small and the interior
is dark, and Christmas decoradons are everlwhere even though this is late
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January. Migra, the grandmother, is sitting on the coach knitting mittens
for sale at the market next Satu¡day. unfortunatel¡ the Lawian cabinet re-
cently approved new charges on electricity and hot water. However, needy
elderþ people like Migra have the right to receive free firewood if necessary.
The pipe sysrem is old and makes a lot of noise when rhe warer is turned on.
often the pressure is so low that there is no water at all. The family boils
tfreir drinking warer as they are recommended to do because of the spread-
ing hepatitis À but fruits and vegetables a¡e eaten without washing them in
advance. chlorine is added to the drinkingwater, in order ro prevenr rrans-
mittable diseases. ..."

On Ilze (i.e. the housewife a¡d breadwinner of the family, having bro-
ken up with her husband, who is suffering from cancer of the bones fol-
lowing having been senr ro Tsjernobyl as a cleaning up worker at the 19g6
catastrophe), after describing all her wor¡ies:

"One might wonder how she is able to stand on her feet. Virtually she
has no spare time, teaching and housework takes all her time. she is very
pleased with her job (as a teacher), even though it is poorþ paid. To us it
seems peculiar that she has not developed "fibromyalgia". \Øe tried to ask
physicians about psychosomaric diseases, and they raised their eyebrows
and shook their heads. They seemed to have no interesr in this matter. or
could it be that patients do not complain about such problems?"

The experiences from the field work clearly show that not only the so-
cial conditions and the health priorities change rapidl¡ but also the atti-
tudes towa¡ds the problems.

As can be seen from the reference list, the reports take up a series of
medical topics, each of them serving as an indicator of a proxy pointing at
the running medical end social processes. Important problem fields as dia-
betes (3), asthma (7), arterialhypertension (8), hormone replacement ther-
apy (9) and sexually transmitted diseases (12) also were among the topics
studied. Here, some examples are taken out for further presentation and
discussion.

Vaccination - the rise and fall of preventive medicine?
A¡ overview and evaluation of the vaccination programmes in the th¡ee
countries was given in rhe reporr nvaccination of chilclren in Norway,
Lawia ancl the united Staresn (6). The programmes were compared ro the
guidelines given by the \Morld Health organisation. All countries were
found to have adequare vaccination schedules thar were in line with their
respective disease pânoramas. There rvas, however, a need to improve the
coverage level.
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In the case of Lawia coverage had been fairly good in the Soviet period,
not least due to the authoritarian system. However, the new democracyhad
as a side effect that people did not feel as obedient and responsible as before,
dso when it came to followingvaccination programmes.

From the Soviet time it existed a long list of contraindications, mosdy
due to low quality vaccines, Besides that, a diphtheria epidemic in 1994
showed that the vaccination srarus had not been satisfactory. Because of the
new situation, supplies of vaccines to cope with the situation were not suÊ
ficient. Using newvaccines, the list of contraindications should be reduced,
although new contraindications emerge, such as allergy,which in general is

an increasing problem connecred to the increase in living standards. In-
creased efforts should also be made to localize all those in need of immu-
nization.

However, the new health care system of Lawia does not seem to support
or promote vaccination as a preventive measure. As the responsibility for
establishing the required degree ofcoverage is nor clear, people have prob-
lems to respond adequately to the system changes in this field.

Tuberculosis - a prory when studying social development
After 1990, Lawia experienced an increasing incidence of tuberculosis (4).

This coincides with economic problems, such as can be shown by the in-
flation rates, which at the outset were around 900 per cent a year, but soon
stabilized on a three percent level. However, multi-resistant strains of tu-
berculosis bacilli have been a special problem in Lawia, and so have the
health care systems for tuberculous patienrs, where the staffin the hospitals
are particularly exposed to be infected.

In 1995 the directþ observed treetmenr, short course therapy (DOTS)
was introduced, but Lawia has no legislation that forces patients to be

treated.

Availability of antimicrobial drugs as part of freedom
In Soviet times, antibiotics and other drugs against infections were nor cov-
ered by the strong regulation of drug dispensing, because they were not re-
garded as harmful. The use of them was in principle following the advice

given by a doctor. However, the use was rather widespread, not least be-

cause antimicrobial drugs also were recommended against viral infections,
such as common colds.

After 1991, this practice continued and antibiotics and related drugs
could be bought over the counter withour any regularions ar all. Ar the same

time there were no guidelines for rhe perusal, and e.g. expensive broad spec-
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tre aritibiotics could be bought at the choice of the patienr for minor diseases.

The students studied a¡tibiotic practice in upper respiratory tract dis-
eases in 1997, especially worrying about the risk of developing drug resist-
ance in the population (5). Although Lawia seemed to pursue the same sci-
entific objectives on use of antibacterial drugs as e.g. in Norway and the
USA, i.e. a restrictive policy, the free trade in the dispensaries caused a

problem, especially when economy became better: More moneywas avail-
able for buying expensive and fancy drugs, which might have a special
harmfi¡l potendel.

In 2001 prescription of antimicrobial drugs by a doctor was introduced
again in Lawia.

Depression suppressed?
Depression as a primary health care problem in Lawia and Norway was dis-
cussed in a report in 2000 (1i). The students found only a limited amount
ofliterature about depression in Lawia, and the¡e seemed to be less concern
about mental health issues in Lawia as compared to Norway.

Unlike in Norvya¡ rhere were no guidelines for diagnosing and treat-
ment of depression in primary health care in Lawia.

Lawia maintains till this day a full-name register of psychiatric parienrs
treated by specialists. A concern about patients' anonymity was expressed.

Being entered into the register may have unpleasant consequences, e.g. by
application for a driver's license. This may lead to a cerrain under-repre-
sentation of psychiatric diagnoses. The register is by many regarded as a

reminiscence of the totalita¡ian state

On the other hand, there is another factor which might be of impor-
tance: In Soviet times it was a virtue to conceal one's feelings and mental
distresses. This is obviously going to change, and illnesses like depression
are more likely to come to surface.

Dyspepsia as a social indicator
The report oDyspepsia. The present srerus) aimed to study dyspepsia as a

health problem inLawiaas compared to Norway and the USA (10). This
included definidon and diagnostic criteria, rreatmenr, and distribution of
risk factors, where obvious difFerences were ro be found. Alcohol, smoking,
and helicobacter pylori infection seemed to have a gfeater impact as risk
factors in Lawia than in Norway and rhe USA. Relatively low prices on aI-
coholic beverages, and traditions for heavy drinking of strong liquor were
regarded as a risk factors at hand, and so were prices, availabiliry and habits
when it came to tobacco.
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Due to low cos¡, endoscopies were frequendy pe¡formed early in the in-
vestigative process in Lawia, whilst HP-serologr and urea breath tesr \üere
more wideþ used in the other countries studied.

From a viewpoint of community medicine, rhe risk facto¡s for dyspep-
sia deserve a closer stud¡ Even if the old risk factors are getting less impor-
tance because of changes in habits, psychosornatic dyspepsia probably
would be likely to increase" As a social indicator, dyspepsia thus points in at
least two directions.

The report also focused on rhe research problems arising from a lack of
a universal definition of dyspepsia which among other consequences pre-
clude more precise comparative studies.

General discussion - lessons to be learnt
The material which has been collected and interpreted, covering Lawia in
the years 1993-2001, refl.ects a develepmçnt where the country left the to-
talitarian order of the Soviet time, rapidly approaching standards and life
style corresponding with what could be expected from a country applyrng
for membership in the European Union.

In the field of he¿lth care, this has led to a change from a specialist and
hospital oriented care ro general practitioner bæed family medicine first
line services. More a¡rd more medical guidelines are adopted guiding daily
medical worh in line with in \Øestern medicinE. lnceased interest in
health topies may be noted in the population, but also a shift towards med-
ical problems which rùere not so apparent befo¡e, pardy because they be-
long rc arrother stage in the development of a sociery, but also for reasons
having to do with biology, e.g. allerry. The reports were writren during a

series ofyears when the developmenr rxas going on, and the sliding of prob-
lems, solutions and attitudes caa clearly be noted.

Howwer, what has been monitored and discussed during rhe period
covered., has to be seen as part of a larger pattern: The prwious balance be-
tween personal autonomy and regulations from the authorities has been
shifted, but in health mamers there obviously is a need not to avoid all sons
of authoritative control a¡d it is not possible to reþ enrirely on personal
f¡eedom and integrity. A new balance has to be established. The authors
claim that their experiences may have bearings in time and space also for
other societies undergoing changes.
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Minna Hariula

Sick Finland? - The crisis of
Finnish health poliq in the
1960s

Micbael 2004: I ; 287-99.
Introduction
A bøsic targetfor heablt poliry [is] sta/rug aliae. In Firularud this target is poorþ
reaclted.l Our heabh cøre proaes to be peculiarþ backward. We stich out
shørpþ from the other Nordic coantries ønd mostþ join the poorest nations of
our corutinent.2

(...) how and why do the heabhiest babies in the world grow a? into the

sichest adubs in EaropeF

The achievements of Finnish health policywere subjected to severe crit-
icism in the 1960s and 1970s. The basis for and the focus of post-war
hedth polirywere rigorously questioned by both public authorities and ex-

perts. It was even provocativeþ argued that as a result of the unsuccessful

policy the entire nation was sick.4 However, as late as the 1950s, the health
policy of the nventieth century was considered to be a great success in Fin-
land: mortality rates declined, contagious diseases were brought under con-

trol and tube¡culosis was gradually beaten.5 How is it possible that the

views on Finnish health policy changed dramatically in a single decade?

This anicle examines the origins of the health policy crisis of the 1960s

in Finland and its contributoryfactors. The c¡isis launched an extensive de-

bate on the means, goals, content and possibilities of health policy. Pre-

sumably, changing definitions of health and health indicators, as well as

health risls, played a significant role in the crisis. Studying a period during
which the direction and form of health policy were reformulated, makes it
possible to analyse the conditions, consistencies and changes in health pol-
icy in general.

Finland is characterised by the central position of government in health
policy. In other words, hea-lth services are organised and supervised by the

government, and even voluntary organisations work in close relationship
with the government.6 Therefore, my focus is on official health policy,
which was organised by the state ancl the municipalities and led by the Na-
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tional Board of Health. The main sources consist of the documents of the
National Board of Health. Additionall¡ the study is based on an analysis of
the health debate in national medical journals and public health literature.

Finland in the 1960s was rransformed by a rapid change from an agrar-
ian country to an industrialised and urbanised one. This entailed internal
migration and emigration, rising living standards, changing living condi-
tions and ways oflife, increasing free time, and breala in social patterns and
traditions.T The structural change of society, which, compared to other
Scandinavian counrries, was notably delayed, provides a societal frame for
analysing the field of health poliry.

The crisis
fu the development ofmortalitywas considered the most unambiguous in-
dicator of the success of health policy, a remarkable feature in Finland in
the 1960s was the rise of mortality rates (Fig. 1). During the twentieth cen-
tury the mortality rates had been consrandy declining and the only in-

Fig. 1. Mortølity and iffintmortality in Finlønd tBgl-2000
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creases had occurred during the Civil lØar of 1918 and during the Second
\Øorld \Øa¡ in the early 1940s. Therefore, a rise during peacetime rvas an
exceptional situation.

Additionally, the statistics showed that it was no longer acute epidemic
diseases, nrberculosis or diseases of newborn children which brought the
Finns to their graves. The favourable development in infant monality es-

peciallywas a sorrrce of national pride (Fig.1.).8 Instead, the increased inci-
dence ofnew fatal diseases - cardiovascular diseases and ca¡cer - was evi-
dent. (Fig. 2.) Beating this novel, chronic major diseases - in Finnish
kansantaudit meaning people's diseases or national diseases - becarne a new
concern for the authorities.

Fig 2. Main causes of death in Finland in 1936-65
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The statistics showed that Finnish men especially died prematurely: the
mortality emong Finnish men was observed to be twice as high as in other
Scandinavian countries (Fig. 3).Accordingly, the result of a comparison
among29 countries in 1965 was erren more shocking, for Europe's highest
death rates were found in Finla¡d. (Fig. 4.) It was even stated that fo r a 40-
year-old man the situation \Mas worse in Finland than it was in Costa Rica
or Albania. This fact was considered to be a national disgrace: how was it
possible that our country had failed in the basic task of keeping its citizens
alive? How was it possible that the healthiest babies grew up to be the sick-
est adults?e

Fig 3. Mortalitl of35-39-year-old men in the Scøndinauian

courutries in 1956, per 1000.

Source: Kuusi, P., 60-luvun sosiaalipolitiikka (1961), p.263.
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Fig, 4. Støndardised mortality as indtx in selected countries in 1965
(Englønd and. Wales = 100)
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Since the late nineteenth century- and especially since independence in
1917 - health policy was seen a part of the nation-stete building project in
Finland. \Øhile being a part of the civilized word and keeping up with the
development of the \Øestern Europe had become a central goal, falling into
the same cetegory with developing, poor countries was considered a na-
tional and cultural crisis.l0 The crisis was also a demographic and an eco-

nomic one, as the nation lost a substantial number of citizens in their
prime, which also meant a huge loss of workforce. 1l

In addition to that, the crisis in health policy had a regional aspecr. The
expectation of life of a newborn baby boy was found to be three years

shorter in Eastern Finland than in \Øestern Finland. The situation pointecl
to the conclusion that there had to be selious regional inequalities in health
and health services in Finland.l2 As democracy, social equality and eco-

nomic growth'lvere seen as tightly interrelated factors in the developmenr
orcmoclern sociery in the 1960s, so also inequalities in health lvere consicl-
erecl to be both morally r-uracceptable ancl economically cLetrimentaL.Ì3
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Emphasis on population policy - a delayed reaction
The unpreparedness for the changing mortality and health patterns in Fin-
land can partþ be explained by a lack of comparative srarisrics. Detailed
analyses of the causes of death only became possible in Finland in 1936,
when the statistics were based on medical certificetes a¡d were brought into
line with international starisrics.l4 The first introductory studies based on
these statistics \ryere published in the late 1940s and 1950s.15

Flowever, a more substantial factor in the process seems to be the fact
that Finnish post-war health policy strongly emphasized population polic¡
which gave priority to children's and mothers' health. A municipal sysrem
of maternity and child welfare clinics was built up in the 1940s. Further-
more, preventive health care services and social policy were successfully
combined: in orde¡ to be eligible for maternity allowance pregnantv¡omen
had to attend the maternity clinic.16

Concentration on children meanr, on the other hand, that the need for
health care for other age groups r¡/es overlooked.,{lthough the new Finnish
term for public health, kansanterveys - which became common in the
1930s and 1940s as an equivalent to the Swedish term folkhalsa, literally
meaning people's health 17 - suggested as its scope the whole nation re-
gardless, for example, of age or gender, it was particularþ the care for moth-
ers and children which was deÊned as a matrer crucial to the survival of the
nation. Itwas, for example, explicitþ stated that chronic diseases were pop-
ulation politically irrelevanr, because those who suffered from these dis-
eases were usually old people.l8 Besides, there was no tradition in health
policy for coping with chronic non-contagious diseases, as ever since the
late nineteenth century, health policy inrerest had been based on hygienic
thinking and focused on suppressing acure epidemics.le

Health seryices as a solution
The discourse of health policy changed in the early 1960s and the emphasis
on children a¡d mothers was replaced by a concern for adult Finns. The Pub-
lic Health Committee, which was appointed in 1960, stared that death rates

clearly showed the preferential status ofyoung age groups within health care

seryices. Now it was necessary also to include úre older citizens in the sphere
of health ca¡e. All Finnish people beca-me the target group of health policy. 20

To guarantee a sufficient supply of health services became the main
goal. In Social Policy for the Sixties, a seminal work guiding the develop-
ment of Finnish society in the 1960s and I970s, it was argr-red: 'The growth
of the supply of meclical services as such will nowadays usually guaranree an
improvement in the health of the nation'.21
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International comparisons did indeed show that Finland had fallen be-

hind in health service developr4ent: the number of medical staffper capita
wes the lowest in Europe and the number of hospital beds was below the
average European standard.22 The need for medical doctors was gradually
met by creating new training affangemenrs in Finland and ab¡oad.23After
a massive building project of general and mental hospitals, which can be

seen in Fig. 5, Finland reached the top of the world in the number of hos-
pital beds in the late 1960s. In contrast to the other hospital secors, rhe

separate tuberculosis sanatoria could gradually be closed down as the mor-
bidity from tuberculosis declined, and the sanatoria could be used for pa-
tients suffèring from other diseases.

In addition to the urge to offer every citizen everywhere in the country
equal access to health services, another goal was to remove the financial bar-
riers to using the services. People's slowness in seeking medical care as well
as the plenitude ofuntreated diseases was seen as the results ofinadequate

Fig. 5. Changes in number of hospitøl beds 1900-1980, annual means
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compensation for medical costs.24 Nationwide sickness insurance was fi-
nally put into practice in 1964, after a discussion of no less than 50 years.

In the name of equality berween the rural and urban population, the insur-
ance wes not restricted to wage earners but extended to all Finns, which
meant a significant step in crearing a comprehensive system of social wel-
fare in the country.25

Despite these reforms the situation wes not, however, considered satis-
factory. The building of hospitals consumed most of the public resources
put into health services. Due to the rapid technical development the costs

rose unforeseeably. Besides, ir was noticed that elderly and chronic perienrs
occupied most of the hospital beds, and waiting lists were long.26 The re-
sults and effìciency of the hospital-based sysrem were called into question.
'People's health doesn'r conclusiveþ improve by the mere fact that good
doctors cure bad padents in modern hospitals', itwas argued.27

Outpatient care and preventive care were declared the new solution to
the cost crisis ofthe hospital-based service sysrem in the late 1960s. In fact,
the importance and economic efficiency of preventive health care was al-
ready clearly stated in the health policy plans of the 1940s andthe positive
results of maternity and child welfare clinics could be seen as irrefutable
proof of the benefits of preventive cere.28 \Øith the passing of new Public
Health Act in 1972, the local practices of municipal medical officers and
public health nurses were replaced by an extensive municipal health cenrre
system. The idea was ro prevent disease by medical checkups and health ed-
ucation. It was hoped rhat the social differences in the use of health services

would disappear with efficient cost-free primary health care.2e

The growing supply of health services raised the question of how to mo-
tivate people to use the services. On the one hand it was argued that foster-
ing health wes a part of human narure and no extra incentive was needed.
On the other hand it was even suggested that sickness insurance would only
be paid on condition that the person attended regular health checkups.3O

The latter idea, which perceived it as the obligation of individuals to avail
themselves of services provided by the state in the interest of safeguarding
the health of the nation rather than respecring rhe autonomy of the indi-
vidual, was introducecl in the maternity selices of the 1940s.31 However.,
in the 1960s the idea of shephercling rhe r-rneducated public clicl not concur
rvith the emerging cliscr-rssion on rhe rights of the individual in social ancl

health policy.32
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Social development policy: Health policy as a part of social policy
A new wave a criticism emerged in the late 1960s. The critics now argued

that investments in health services would no longer improve the health of
the nation. Until then, the rising standard of living had furthered the ef-

forts of health policy, but now economic growth was perceived to result in
new'welfare diseases'. Because it was society itself that caused diseases, it
was society that should be changed. Therefore, health policy, which only
concentrated on health services and operated in isolation from other sectors

of society, was considered useless. It was underlined that, instead of health

seryices, it would be more rational to invest in other sectors of society. In
other words, health should become a decisive argument, for example, in
housing policy, environmental policy and taxation poliry. In summary,

health policy had to be a part of social dwelopment policy.33

The new discourse on health poliry related to the cultural and political
radicalism of the late 1960s. Even the health administration experienced a

change to a new, radical generation.3a in addition, the criticism reflected

the powerlessness of medicine to treet the new people's diseases. '\Øe have

to admit that the ways to beat (...) the people's diseases are not adequately

known', stated the annual report of National Board of Health in 1969-

70.35 As the epidemiological profile had changed, instead of microbes new

complicated factors, which were closely linked to people's social environ-
ment, were found to cause diseases.36 Besides medicine, social sciences

gained ground in defining health. The mortality rate as such was consid-

ered an inadequate measure of health, because it ignored many significant
diseases - for example mental illness, rheumatic disease - and failed to con-

sider the social aspects of health.37

This new emphasis on the social nature of health contributed to ad-

ministrative changes: the health administration wes transferred from the

Ministry of the Interior to a new governing body, the Ministry of Social AÊ
fairs and Health,3sAnother significant reform was the creation of a perma-

nent statutory planning system in 1972. Instead of temporary and case-

specific committee-based planning, Finnish health policybecame based on

regular frv e-y ear plans.3e

One of the main achievements of the new health policy was new legis-

lation on occupational safety (1973) and on the restrictions on smoking
(\97q.4o Among these stluctural, macro level measures an indicator of
new; more inclividuaily based approach to health \l/as the launching of the

Nortlr IGrelia Project (7972), which aimecl ar reducing cardiovascular clis-

eases by interventions in lifesryles.al Hypotheses were evinced that the higl-r

mortality was attlibutable to detrimental smoking anc{ eating habits rathei'
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than factors such as the harmful efÊects of the second \Øorld \Øar, occupa-
tional structure and low standa¡d of living. Nevertheless, rhe researchers
admitted that the exceptional monality rates remained essentially a mys-
rcry-42

Conclusion
The crisis of Finnish health policy in the 1960s was a reflection of a change
in a successful health care development lasting half a century. statistics and
international comparisons had a crucial meaning in the crisis, showing the
trend from success to failure. The rise of monality rates and rhe excess mor-
tality of Finnish men especiall¡ gave rise to claims about the erroneousness
and baclcwardness of rhe health policy.

A basic factor in the crisis was the changing deÊnition of health and
health ¡isks. Beside acure, fatal, infectious diseases, chronic diseases were
also brought into the focus of health poliry. A new emphasis on preventing
diseases gradually gained ground, and in the late 1960s, health was defined
as a broad concept connected to society.

In practice, the focus of health policy of the 1960s changed from the
building of hospitals to primary health care and preventive health care and
finally to the strucrural development of society to be more conducive to
good health. considering the role of individuals versus society, the health
service policy of the earþ 1960s was distinctively sysrem-orientated: peo-
ple's lifestyles and living conditions became invisible and people were per-
ceived as passive users of the services. During the late 1960s and 1970s the
emphasis on socio-economic structures contributed to recognition of the
importence of living conditions to health. Subsequently, promoting
healthy lifestyles and underlining the ideas of individual freedom and re-
sponsibility for one's health became key concepts in the health policy dis-
course of the 1980s and especially after rhe severe economic crisis of the
1990s.

Placing the crisis of rhe 1960s in the contexr of Finnish health policy de-
velopment of the rwentieth century shows that it was not an isolated phe-
nomenon. Throughout rhe century, Finnish health policy can be outlined
as a chain of health projects, which have consisted of changing views on
health, health risks, as well as measures and conditions to maintain and
achieve good health. Judged fi-om each new point ofview the achievements
of the health policy of previous periods have seemed to be inadequare. Dur-
ing the 1960s, the ideas ofhygiene and population polic¡ which dare from
the late nineteenrh and early twentieth century, were considered inappro-
priate to modern challe'ges and replaced by new projects focusing on rhe
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health service system and health policy as a part of social development pol-
icy. ìü/hat \Mas exceptional for the 1960s was the intensity of the debate,

which can be explained by the simultaneous rapid changes in the epidemi-
ology, demography and society.
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Timo Atrrevaara, Jari Stenvall

Electrical safery administration
as an intermediate form of
private and public operation

Michøel 2004: 1 ; 30 1-14.
Summary
This paper discusses the deuelopmerut of Finnish elecnical søfety gouemance.

The case of elecnical safety gouernance is interesting in that tbe aathority that
ønswered for electrical tnftry administration in Finlaruà for neørþ seuen

decades was arrønged øs øn øssociation: Ircspection Cenne for Electrical Instal-
lations 1929-1980 and Inspection Centre for Electrical þparatus 1980-
1995. In the eørþ 20th century it was tbe gouernment's utill tbat electrical

safety inspections be delegated to the nøde gui/à.. Siruce tbe 1970s at least, the

uill of iruterest grzuPs to ffict tbe market situøtion was ako inuolued. Since tbe

EEA øgreemerct in 1994 the operation ofthe elecnical safety øutborities in Firu-

lønd ltas been separøtedfrorn tbe comrnercialþ arranged inspection operations.

The new system wasfeared atfrst to weaþen elecnical safety. Houteuer, thefears

uere not rnøterialized as the number offatal electric accidents ltas been con-

stantþ declining since the 1950s.

Introduction
The governance of electrical safety means a combination of regulations,

procedures, and practices for organizing and managing surveillance within
the field. It is also a question of organizattonal solutions and cooperation
errangements that have been affecting the administration of electrical

sefery. Governance is based on an administrative model put forth in the

regulations and norms of the field, including both legislation and stan-

dards. Governance entails the factors guiding the operations, which should
implement the principle of good governance (see e.g. Aarrevaara 2001, 11-

12). By public regulation we mean the different sets of norms stipulated
ancl controlled by the public authoriry.

Research on administration focuses on the regulations and processes,

ancl the behaviour of authorities. The objective of the development of gov-

ernance is good governance that is responsible and effective. Good gover-



nance may produce economic results but, above all, it produces trusr and
authority in the citizens' eyes, and promotes the effectiveness of the opera-
tion. This paper describes how electrical safery administration has evolved
in Finland. \Øe also presenr our esrimate of its effèctiveness. The paper is
based on document and interview material gathered during2002.

By th we mean the combination of reg-
ulations, for organizing and managing sur-
veillance estion of organizational solutions
and cooperation arrangements that have been affecting electrical safery
governance in Finland. Governance concentretes on regulations, processes,
and the behaviour of authorities.

The central objective of our paper is, however, to explain the develop-
ment and the currenr situation in electrical .af.ry. our work has involved
studying the main turning points in electrical safety and the search for an
explanation to their emergence.

Social capital in the governance is particularly manifested in trust and
reciprocity. on the basis of our material it is fair to say that it has proven a
methodologically challenging task to identify the trust and reciprocity re-
lated to the networfts, operetors, operations, and reciprocal relations con-
cerning social capital (see. stenvall 2001). For instance, when drawing up
documents and plans, good administrarive pracrices often include the prin-
ciple that they do not bring forth contradicting argumenrs and compro-
mises made in the spirit of reciprociry. until mid-1950s, the operating cul-
ture within the field was such that even severely conflicting argumenrs \Mere
not shown outwards and all presentations were made in unison. The inter-
preting and identifying of social capital in the administrative pracrices is,
indeed, one of the central requirements of our paper.

Intermediate form of public and private organization
\ü/hat is particularly exceptional in the history of the administ¡ative model
of Finnish elecrical safety is that the electrical safety authoriry has been
based on an association model. The system was in use over a period of al-
most 70 years, from 1928 to 1995, afrcr which the administrative model
was incorporated with the government administration by establishing a
government office, the safety Technology Authoriry (Turvatekniikan
keskus, TUKES) and transferring the tasks of the earlier associarion-based
organization under its authoriry.

The active juvenile phase in the promotion of rhe electrica-l safery sys-
tem starts wi¡h the establishing of Inspection Cenrre for Electricai Installa-
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tions (S?ihkötarkastuslaitos) and continues to the 1960s. The phase of ma-

turity stretches from the 1960s to 1985, when criticism towards the system

begins to increase. The system lived its declining phase from mid-1980s to
mid-1990s, when many of the central operators within the field failed to
see the need for change. It was difficult to let go of the long-established sys-

tem in which so meny individuals had made great personal efforts for cre-

ating and developing the system.

The association-based system has included numerous unique features.

The responsibility for electrical safety was largely carried by the operators

within the field. At the same time, the administrative model meent that the

surveyed companies and other operators had the possibility to control the

contents of surveillance. However, there was no public criticism against the

administrative model questioning the ethics of its operation.

A strong nen¡¡ork of associations, companies, and the surveying author-
ities has prevailed within the field of electrical safety, and this explains the

development of the administrative model. In electrical safety, social capital

is a force comparable to institutions, maintaining continuitF and explain-
ing the established practices and solutions.

The autho¡ity of the association-based electrical inspection institution
Inspection Centre for Electrical Installations was extensive especially after

1957 when the ministry enforced their right to issue binding application
instructions.

Typically, changes in regulations and organization have especially

caused crises in the discussion within electrical safety governance. The
threats have not materialized. However, on the basis of our material, at least

the changes in the governance made so fa¡ have actually improved rather
than deteriorated electrical safery. Discussions on electrical safety were

lively in conjunction with the üansfer to market control in mid-1990s. In
this respect it can also be said that the threats have not been put forth.

\Øith Finland's EU membership the electrical safety administration
model became merged with the international system. It should be noted,

however, that from the point of administration even more important than
EU membership was the EEA agreement. Through regulations it defined,

for instance, the conditions of entering the market in a way that ended the

system based on preliminary inspections. The changes in governmental
regulation and operating principles have been adopted almost as such

among those working within electrical safery governance, r,vidrout any sig-

nificant changes in social relations. For instance, the stricter regulations in-
troduced in the i980s were primar:ily consiclered an existing fact. The

Finnish electrical safeq, govelnance is trot a passive, receiving parry in the
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EU system. It participates in the development of directives, but also affects
other member states through the example of its organizational solutions.

The EEA agreement defined the introduction ofproducts to the market
of the area. F¡ee movement of products within the market was allowed aÊ
ter ensuring their conformiry to the requirements through initial inspec-
tion that is the manufacrurer's responsibility. The system is based on initial
inspection of products and on market control as well as control of use and
conditions. The starting point of the EU system is that due to effective ini-
tial inspections there are only safe products on the market. Initial inspec-
tion requires, however, complementary operations. Therefore, the author-
ities have been secu¡ed the possibility to intervene in case of such safety
risks that have not been possible ro foresee in the manufacturing stage.

some product risks a¡e not revealed until the product has been in use for
some dme. The products conforming to t}re requirements of the Commu-
nity can be identified by the cE label attached to them by the manufacrurer
(TETAKO 1992,24-25). The CE label does nor, howwer, ofFer informa-
tion for the consumer but for the authorities. It is the manufacturer's indi-
cation that the product meets the E(J requirements.

Segregated control responsibility
In the EIJ system, initial inspecions are ca¡ried out by independent insti-
tutions notified by the srates, and their actual technical inspection opera-
tions are open to competition. The government is responsible for the com-
petence of the notified institutions, and this can be verified using, for
instance, accreditation. Thus, the inspecting institutions can be public or
private. In Finland, the development of technical infrastructure belongs to
the Ministry of Trade and Industry (vnp 3.12.1992). These include cali-
b¡ation and metrology systems, test laboratories, inspection and certifica-
tion institutions, and sysrems for verif ing comperence. The basic sysrems
are complemented by technical standards.

Market conrrol, on the other hand, means the procedures used by au-
thorities for supervising the operation of initial inspections through exam-
ining products that already are on the market. Preventing the access and
movemenr of non-conforming products on the market is in the EU system
the responsibiliry of the member states rhat narionally organize the author-
iry for market control.

-ùØith the responsibility of initiaÌ inspections transferred to the manufac-
turers, the role of the authorities in market conrrol is emphasized. The re-
sponsibiliry for marker contr-ol is, rhus, with the authorities, but market sur-
veillance is also participated by, for insrance, the competirors, cirizens'
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orga¡izations, and customers. In Finland the system for ma¡ket control had

to be created by the time the EEA agreement came into force, i.e. by 1994.
In market control the authority plays a central role in building up the

consumers' confidence in products. This did not cdl so much for a tighr
decision-making system based on interaction and social capital but more so

a control system that is functional, independent, and reveals deficiencies.

During 1994, the market control system was started off by making about

3000 business visits and actively informing the conSumers. Being a new EU
member state Finland was a pioneer in ,market control practices. The
Finnish system was not directly based on the system of any other member
state.

The control of use and conditions means all other surveillance included
in technical inspection operations except product control. It is directed to
installations, working and environmental conditions and use, as well as the

pursuit of operations. The control of use and conditions is a task for the au-

thorities and it includes technical inspections that can be transferred to
public or private inspection and test institutions with verified competence
(TETAKO r99t,3).

Segregating commercial and authoritative tasls
The Finnish Government concluded in 1992 a decision of intent that the

authoritative tasks and the technical inspections and testing shall be segre-

gated. Technical tasþs can, according to the committee, be limited to oper-

ations that ere presupposed in regulations or decrees. These include ap-

provals and inspections for ensuring the products' conformity to the

requirements or for implementing the control of use in different produc-
tion processes and machineries. A company or institution carrying out
technical tasks may act as a'third party', and is not using public authoriry.
This enables the user of services to decide, which of the companies or insti-
tutions with verified competence they will choose.

Authoritative tasks, on the other hand, have always been stipulated by
laws in Finland. These tasks are ordered to be carried out by an organíza-

tion, and the authority cannot transfer any tasks to a third party. An or-
ganization carrying out authoritative tasks is using public authority, and it
possesses the necessary authoriry and coercive means. Also the fees they col-
lect are based on stipulatecl regulations.

An administrative proceclure enforced by law is followed in authorita-
tive tasks. The objective is that the citizens' rights and obligations wiil in
the clecision-rnaking of the aciministrative authoriry be given the form in-
tencled in dre law. Authoritative operations may be given other kincls oFre-
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quirements regarding the gathering of information needed for decision-
making, ensuring impartial handling, and implementing the service princi-
ple. (Cf. e.g. Syrjänen 1996,147-148).

Regarding Inspection Centre for ElectricalÂpparatus (SETÐ, the com-
mittee delegated ro review the case defined their authoritative tasks as fol-
lows: preparation and issuance of norms, control of use regarding the hold-
ers of electric machineries and elevators, surveillance of the installation
inspections by electriciry boards, granting ofqualification cerrificates to su-
pervisors of electric work and use, and market control. Furthermore, it de-
fined SETI's authoritative tasks to include the granting and revoking of
certain permits to electric designers as well as electric and elevator contrac-
tors, as well as the surveillance of contracting and the maintenance of reg-
isters.

The technical tasks are significantly different. several companies and
institutions may have the required comperence and it is usually verified by
accreditation or cerrification. This enables competition in the implementa-
tion of technical tasks. The supplier of services may be a private or a public
institution, and they set the prices of their services independently.

A committee defined the technical tasks of SETI to include the com-
missioning inspections of electric and elevator contracrors, the periodic in-
spections of the holders of electric machineries and elevators, the testing,
certitcation, and type inspections of electric appliances, as well as the in-
spection of lifting devices and ski lifts.

Angle of view shifting from safety to efficiency
A law that came inro force earþ ]n 1902 presupposed that "electric plants
operating with electric currenr of so high voltage or otherwise of such q,ral-
iry, or being located in a such a place that the planr may cause danger to life
or property, shall be provided with special su¡veillance" (translation). In
the current laws on electrical safery from 1966, the same objective is ex-
pressed so thet "electric appliances and machineries shall be designed, con-
structed, manufactured, and repaired, and they sha_ll be maintained and
used in such a way that they do nor cause danger to anybody's life, health,
or properry" (translation).

After the Second \Øorld \X/ar industrializarion was rapid in Finland. A¡
indication of this is that the volume of i'dustrial producrion in Finla'd
grew almost sixfold in 1948-1979. The increase in the use of electr.icity fol-
Iowed the development of inclustrial pr:oductio', ancl in the co*rse of rhe
same period the elecrriÊcarion of all households 

'vas 
practically cornpleted.

The clevelopment \,vas accompanied by a str.ong st.rcrrlral change. The per-
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centage ofthose working in agriculture and forestry dropped by ten percent

in the 1950s, and by seventeen percent in the next decade. The public ad-

ministration system aimed at guiding, regulating, and building up an in-
frastructure for the society and the economy.

Common to the laws from these different periods is their aim to man-
age electrical saferF. According to Veli-Pekka Nurmi, electrical safety is cre-

ated through the identification and prevention of hazards, and even with
the development technology the basic factors are unchanged. The hazards

are electric shocks and electrical fires, and their occurrence can be affected

by the actions of human beings. According to Nurmi, electrical fires may
be caused by faults in design or manufacture, incorrect installation, insuÊ
ficient maintenance, and.wear, or improper and careless use. Poor connec-

tions and components are also sources of hazard. (Nurmi 200I,7-I7).
Market control in Finland today involves all products in the country on

equal grounds, which had a part in defining the centralization solution im-
plemented in mid-1990s. Legislation has been further developed so thet
the authorities have the possibilities of surveillance and the necessary coer-

cive means at their disposal. Market and customer guidance has strength-
ened, which was one of the objectives filed by the committee.

From the point of electrical safety, this development has meant a shift
in emphasis from the surveillance of safery towards securing the competi-
tiveness of companies and ensuring the access of Finnish products to the

European market. On the other hand, the reliability of the system shall en-

sure the safery of products, which is a prerequisite for Finnish products' ac-

cess to the market. Thus, the objectives of competitiveness and safery can

be simultaneously realized. At least three factors can be found for the de-

velopment of electrical safety governance.

The first factor is the securing of the position of Finnish industrywith
trade political means. The emphasis on trade political angle of view is un-
derstandable in the social situation of the early 1990s. Finland was in deep

recession, and the trade political angle of view guided the legislative solu-

tions. Finland did receive an inspection system conforming to the EEA
agreement so that Finnish products could compete on the common mar-
ket. Objectives in accordance to it were also valid when Finland joined the

EU in 1995.

The seconcl factor is the search for solutions that are in line with the

changes in aclministration. The amenclments aimecl at a solution where the

ministries no longer would act as the surveying authority, and the task of
surveillance woulcl priinarily be transfelrecl to local aclministrative ar.rthor'-

ities or other units of the cer-itra,l govelnment.
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During 1990s there were repeated attempts to develop the ministries
into strategic centres and headquarters of the government. Therefore, ad-
ministrative rourines should be carried out either in units of the central
governmenr seperare from the ministry, or in local administration. If the
operation in the field requires specialization and unified pracrices, a cen-
raJized solution is founded. According to the idea of decentralization, de-
cisions should be made as close to the customer as possible, and unneces-
sary handling of issues in multiple stages should be avoided. 'ü/hat speaks
for a local solution is that the operation requires local expertise or close con-
nections ro rhe customers. of the guiding systems especially output guid-
ing has also decentralized adminisrration. In other words, there have been
major plans for renewing cenral government, such as the proposal on
transferring to a single stage adminisrrative model, and the srate corporare
project, but the big plans have shrunk to smaller practical development op-
erations.

Thirdly, besides external facrors, reasons for the solutions rhar were
made can also be sought in the very narure of the operations. The reason
behind the ¡eformation in the mid-1990s was partly the general aim to
make the operations more effective through organization¿l solutions. on
the other hand, the financing srructure of sETI wes more and more based
on commercial operations. Alongside this it was necessary to maintain the
authoritative operations thar were clearly distinct from rhe commercial side
in decision-making as well as budgeting.

The basis for the presenr system lies in the EU directives enforced
through national legislation. Each EU member state defines independently
what kind of organizations are taking care of the obligations to implement
the communiry laws in their own counrry. This is a cenrral principle be-
cause according to the founding agreemenr of the community the imple-
mentation of community level decisions belongs to the member srates.
The TETAHo report on electrical safery also puts forth the general prin-
ciple that the member stares can decide themselves how they adminisma-
tively arrange the implemenrarion of their responsibilities arising fr.om
communiry laws. A member stare cannor, however, deviate from the dis-
tribution of tasks berween the controlling authorities and the notified in-
stitutions as statecl in tl're directives.

The European ljnion clirectives do not define what kincl of organiza,
tional model is used for implementing rhe nnion's objectives; it is an inrei--
nal matter of each member stare. The communiry ctirecrives preslrppose
only that each member state arranges s'rveillance in a proper r,'anller
(CIÀ/Ð.
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In the new situation, the organizational solution for segregating the

cont¡ol and inspection operations was created first, and the new Elecuical

Safery Act was passed after that. The law on TUKES was passed in 1995,
and the new Electrical Safery Act in 7996. Central to the arrangement of
authoritative operations, the law on the CE marking (137611994) was

passed already in 1994.

The second paragraph dealing with the level of electrical t"f"ty contains

the objectives placed for electrical safety and they are described briefly as

follows (source: Safery Technology Authority TUKES) :

Section 5

Electrical equipment and electrical installations shall be de-

signed, constructed, manufactured and repaired, and serviced

and used in such e manner that:

1) they are not hazardous to life, health, or propertl;
2) they do not cause excessive electric or electromagnetic inter-

ference; and

3) their functioning is not easily disturbed by electric or elec-

tromegnetic interference.

Section 6

The Ministry shall issue the provisions and regulations necessary

to eliminate the risk of interference referred to in Section 5.

Section 7

The Ministry may provide that the provisions on electrical

equipment contained in this Act be applied to certain electical

installations comparable to electricaÌ equipment because of its
method of manufacture or use.

The Electrical SaferyAct of 1996 was passed as a general act in the way pre-
sented in TETAKO (1992,29) so that the enforcement and amendments

of the technical contents of the di¡ectives could be implemented using

statLrtes and- decrees of lower level than acts. This r,vas necessary because the

I The requirement ir-rcluded in 5: 1 S of the law is extreme\. s trict. I ¡ con tains rhe idea tha¡

all hazard situations causecl by electricity are consiclered to be agair-rst the larv. This ap-

plies even to situarions rvhere nothir-rg happens. lvlerely to cause a hazarcl is fbrbidclen by

the lal..
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EU directives could be divided in legislation between several acs and
statutes, decisions by the Council of State, ministries, central administra-
tions, and inspection institutions, as well as standards approved by the
Finnish Standards Board. A¡d, indeed, sESKo published in 1999 in co-
operation with the Finnish standards Association (SFS) the SFS standards
concerning low voltage installations and electrical s"f.ry. They replaced the
eadier regulations by Inspection centre for Electrical Apparatus. The
preparation of laws and the issuance of regulations binding the electric field
of operation was now a task of the Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Founded on 1.11.1995, the Safety Technology Authority (TUKES)
was a new Governmenr office for handling rasks concerning electrical
safety and other matrers of technical s"f.ry, and all the authoritative tasks
previously handled by Inspection centre for Electrical Apparatus and rhe
centre of Safety Engineering were rransferred to it (parliament HE g9 -
1995 vp). According to its authoritative task, TUKES surveys the realiza-
tion ofelectrical safety in Finland and the operations in the electric field of
business. Among the central tasks transfe¡red f¡om sETI to TUKES were
the surveying and authoritative tasks concerning electrical safety and the is-
suance of administrative instructions clarifying the regulations.

The technical inspection tasks related to electrical safery are carried out
according to the decisions of the Ministry of rrade and Industry (cf.
TETAHO 2002,68). They define the aimed level of safery, but the mod-
els of solution for reaching the level of safety are deÊned elsewhere, prima-
rily in standards.

An evaluating institution notified by the Ministry of rrade and Indus-
try grants qualification certificates. TUKES grants qualification certificates
that give the right ro operare within the area of qualification stated in the
certifi cate (MTI 5 1 6 I 1996)

Return to remote government control
In the Grand Duchy of Finland the use of electriciry spread rapidly from
the 1880s onwards. The needs of industry and households began ro emerge
and they creared a market for new products. In this sense the "Tsarist Age"
was not at all stagnant. This is reflected in many details in our material.
since the 1890s documenrs are widely written using a rypewriter, and. at
least since the 19 1 0s the central terminology is beginning to be established
in aclministrarive u.se. The autho¡ities responsible for eiecrrical safety ad-
ministration allow the operarors within the field to define rheir olvn rvays
of operation, ancl public administra¡ion secures the pr:actices with legisla-
tion r-rsing very general terms. The authorities are Ìror in any sigrificanr wa)/



preventing the transfer of international influences to electrical safety work.
\üØhat is said above contains many features that are characteristic to electri-

cal safety governance in Finland in the early 21st century. Electrical safety

is largely based on practices created within the field itself, and these are se-

cured by general legislation.
The electrical safety system in Finland has clarified since mid-1990s,

when authorities lower than the ministrywere deprived of the right to issue

obliging norms. In practice, the norms that had been issued by lower than

ministry level authorities and that were desired to stay in force were trans-

ferred into decisions by the ministry. The other norms issued by authorities

lower than the ministrywere revoked.

In questions ofelectrical safety the State ofFinland and the European

Union r€present the public authoritF. The means they utilize for reaching

the objectives are not restricted to legislation but means of many levels can

be used for control. The means of the Communiry are statutes, directives,

decisions, and recommendations. Executive power and the right to issue

norms, on the other hand, lie with each member state. Public control is di-
recting the choices of companies and citizens et many levels. The amount

of controlling material is so extensive that it is not possible for a single op-

erator to handle and fully manage even the material concerning his own

field of operation (Cf. Harisalo 1997 , 12-13, 65) .

Alongside legal norms, standardization and qualiry policies comple-
ment legislation by creating comprehensible and applicable entities out of
extensive objectives. Standardization and quality policies are, thus, pro-
moting the objectives of good governance. However, Governance in the

early 21st century starts with the paradigm that to achieve objectives, qual-
iry management is a more ef[ective and faster way than obliging regula-

tions. In the development of inspections you can see how enterprising re-

flects industrial corporatism and the tendenry towards self-regulation on

the basis of guilds. This is where standardization system and quality poli-
cies are needed today. The Electrical SafetyAct of 1996 passed as a general

law, and the extensive selÊregulation within the field have created the

framework for modern corporatism.
EEA membership and Finland's possible EU membership, and the de-

velopment necessary fol the field forcecl the centralized organization of In-
spection Centre for Electrical Apparatus to be clissolved. Other than ad-

ministrative factors have also affected the number of fatal electric accidents,

as shown in the attached diagram. Of the isolated factors we can men¡ion

that the construction work related rc the 7952 Olympics increased the

ni,rirber of fatalaccidents. The reason was partly rhe use of unskilled lal¡our
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Fatal electric accid¿nx in Finland 1939-1999 (Source:TUKES).

in construction work. Similarl¡ the increasing number of mobile cranes in

of fatd electric accidents has not increased under any model of electrical
safety governance.

During the different models of electrical safety governance safety has,
however, increased if the number of deaths and accidents caused by elec-
uicity is used as the indicator. Electrical safety seems to have developed for
a number of reasons irrespective of administration.

ctrical 990s re-
back i cooper-
on of d, i.e. a
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model of operation based on social capital, is again emphasized as the basis

for organizational solutions. This tendenry is supported by the general law
of 1996 that does not go very deep into detail.

New governance emphasizing effectiveness and consurner's status
The essential feature of the present system is that the evaluation results by
notified institutions are also acknowledged in other member states accord-

ing to the reciprocity principle. Thus, a member state cannot prevent the

introduction ofproducts that have been properþ evaluated and verified to
conform to the requirements as demanded by the relevant directive. The
system promotes the movement of goods within the union and also enables

competition between the inspection institutions notified by the member

states. The institutions notified by the Finnish government are able to oÊ

fer their services in other member states and the institutions notified in
other member states can do the same in Finland. In addition, the EU and

countries outside it have reciprocity agreements based on the so-called

MRA agreements and PECA protocols. Thus, the evaluating institution
can be located, for instance, in the Czech Republic, Hungary, the United
States, Canada, Australia, or Japan (TETAHO 2002, 33) .

In the early 2Ist century one of the tasks of the surveying authority is

that the operators within the field úust each other through following the

electrical safery regulations. The authority will also observe the consumers

trust in electric products. This presupposes not onlyfunctional surveillance

but also the distribution of more and more information on electrical safery

among operetors as well âs consumers within the field. The above means

that the authoritF has the responsibiliry to promote electrical safety using
the available meens, although the main responsibility for ensuring the

safety of the devices has been transferred to the manufacturers.

At the moment, sovereignry of the consumer and efficiency are the cen-

tral factors forming the governance of electrical safety. The consumer's

views are esteemed in all respects, in the foundations for decision-making
as well as in service practices in the form of customer-orientation. Argu-
ments will change with the times, and the governance receives its founda-
tions from new facto¡s. It is also clear that risks are involved in the system

in a situation where high consumer safety and, in accordance to market
control, the producers' own responsibiliry are simultaneor-rsly emphasized.

There is a threat, that if hazardous products enter the market in great nr:m-

bers, the credibility of the whole system rvill be jeoparclized. Typically such

situations are tackled by increasing the strictness ofcontrol or by adopting
higher sanctions for breaches.
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Harald Siem

Thsk Force on communicable
disease control in
the Baltic Sea region

Michøe|2004: 1;315-9
Enormous changes have taken place over a relative short period of time in
the former Soviet states. The transition in the economy, the disappearance

of old authorities, in part a loss of law and order and poverty were reflected

in a fall in life expectancy, and increases in morbidity rates, for example a

¡ise in the incidence of tuberculosis. This gave reasons for concern, also in
the Baltic Sea region. In addition, the HIVvirus made its entry into former
Soviet states in the nineties.

The concern that was expressed by the professional community led to
an extraordinerymove. Eleven prime ministers and the president of the Eu-
ropean Commission, at the biennial summit in Kolding, Denmark inApril
2000, decided to establish a Task Force on communicable disease control
in the Baltic Sea region, of special representatives for the prime ministers
and the president. Its mission was through concerted action to reduce the
risk and burden of communicable diseases in the region. Norway, then
chairing the Council of the Baltic Sea States, CBSS, volunteered to chair
the Task Force, and to establish a secreta¡iat.

It took the Task Force half a year of consultations and deliberations to
decide on a work programme, which then became the basis for project de-

velopment. Six programme groups, on surveillance, HIV, tuberculosis, an-

timicrobial resistance, primary care development and prison healtå support
were established, and technical advisers mobilized. Standardized projects
were designed and implemented in all six programme areas, all monitored
through a common database. The Task Force initiated collaboration on
training in public health, and on health sector reforms. In all, 138 projects

were under implementation or completed in the spring of 2004. Direct
project support was close to 10 million Euros. The same estimated amount
of funds are used for networking, training, technical advisers, secretariat

and evaluation.

More information is available at the homepage trww.bahic/teabb.ory,
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On the & Nordir-Baltic congress on infectious dise¿ses in Paknga, Lithuøni¿ 3-6 June,
2004, there was a session where the Tasþ Force actiaities were summed u1t. Thelticture shows
Ambassadnr HaraW Siern infront of his øudience. (Photo: Ø. Larsen)

Litltuønia is a country with obuioas potentiak, not onþ on tbe regukr tourist mørÞe¿ bat ølso
as ø place for international conferences. Still, the internatiorual øirport in Pøknga, near t/te
city of Kløipedø arud the famous sandlt shores, looþ rather domestic. (Photo: Ø. Lørsen 2004)
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\7hat did the Task Force achieve?

The incidence rates for HIV and tuberculosis have flattened out or a¡e de-

clining at the end of this period (Fig 1 shows the incidence rates for TB).

The direct impact of the Task Force ca¡ not be quantified; the changes to

the better happened after strengthened efforts from the local authorities,

and coincide with overall improvement of socioeconomic indicators. But

the added effect of the Task Force is plausible.

National guidelines have been changed on tuberculosis control and an-

timicrobial resistance, surveillance has been strengthened, primary health

care professionals have developed wide networks and collaborated on

guidelines in the field of communicable diseases, and prison health im-
proved, both as to improved routines in prisons, better hygiene and collab-

oration with the civilian sector. A permanent secreteriat fo¡ the Council of
the Baltic Sea Public Health Training Network is established in Estonia,

work is underway to establish pilot areas for health sector reform in Lithua-

nia, Poland, Russia and Norway. Extensive training in project planning

and management has been given.

The Task Force has contributed to high political ewareness of the prob-

Iem in respective countries, of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis or other commu-

nicable diseases, to changes in national neighbourhood cooperation poli-

cies and funding, and to increase in national budgets to combat

communicable diseases.

One further aspect of the work was related to the enlargement of EU in
ly'ray 2004, when the'political geography' of the whole area changed. In
this sense the activities of the Task Force have been guided to suPport ac-

cession priorities as well as encouraging the collaboration with the Russian

Federation, as the frontier with EU became longer.

Evaluation
The Task Force collaboration has been evaluated under the oversight of a

Steering Committee, with members from the London School of Hygiene

and Tropical Medicine, The Moscow Medical Academy (Sechenov) and

the Fridtjof Nansen Institute in Oslo. The evaluation has taken three ap-

proaches, looking at the political context, the programme areas and se-

lected projects. The use of the database, and the monitoring of the database

is a forth element (I , 2, 3, 4,) .

\Øhat witrl be the follow up after the Task Force?

The available information on the burden of communicable diseases in tl're

Eastern part of the Baltic Sea region strongly suggests that more ueeds to be
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Figure 1: Tuberculosis incid¿nce in the Eastern Baltic sea coantries
per 100,000 populatiow. Earþ datafor Rassiafor 2003 giue an

incidznce rate of 70, confirrning the positiue deueloltment.
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done to conrein these epidemics. Although the number of new cases may
now be falling, the number of people living with HIV/AIDS conrinues ro
rise. The registered rates ofnew tuberculosis cases have stagnated, but a¡e
still unacceptably high.

A wide and well functioning network has been established, on the po-
litical level as well as the practical and professional level. These networls
must be maintained, and preferably widened. The future collaboration will
probably be less in the shape ofproject suppoft and funding as rhe eco-
nomic indicators improve. Technical collaboration, common understand-
ing and mutually supportive straregies, and acting through established
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networlc, will probably be the core of the firture collaboration of commu-

nicable disease control in the region.

The Task Force has also laid the basis for collaboration at the political
level, and this is already reinforced through the initiæive of EU Northern
Dimension Partnership in Public Health and Social'!7'ell-being, in which

the nerworks created within the Task Force framework are of importance.

The partnership frameworkwill cover future expert grouPs on HIV/AIDS,
antimicrobial resistance, primary health care, prison health, and possibly

tuberculosis. The Council of the Baltic Sea Public Health Training Net-
work and the work on health sector reform will also fall under the Partner-

ship. The Task Force database for project oversight will be adapted and

used in the future collaboration.
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Book review:

Health as international politics

e L. Heablt as fnternationøl politics.

in tbe Bøbic Sea Region. I 19 pp. A

Health as International Politics tells part of the story of one of the many
\øestern initiatives to help counrries in the former Soviet union combat
communicable diseases, in the present instance tuberculosis and
HIV/AIDS, besides improving primary health care. The countries in-
volved were Estonia, Larvia, Lithuania, poland and Russia, and the initia-
tive was properþ named the Task Force on communicable Disease con-

the end or 2003, the overall verdict has to be sought elsewhere, but the
book still conrains enough interesting observations and discussions ro
make reading it worth while. It does not give an overalr view, as the authors
Geir Hønnela¡d and Lars Rowe of the Fridtjof Nansen Institute made up
one of several evaluation rearns. Their contribution is the so-called ,.con,

textual evaluarion", or the sociological approach to the inte¡national rela-
tions inherent in the Task Force efÊorts.

to strengthen Norwegian foreign policy, which needs this kind of boost in
its relative isolation outside the European union. The Norwegian domi-
nance in the Task Force tu¡ned out to be an impedimenr, as the collabo-
rating partners and potentia,l donors were reluctant to contribute substan-
tially to what they perceived as a lopsided enterprise. consequently, most



of the money came from the Norwegian government. To obtain funding

for each of the nearly 200 individual projects proved to be diffìcult' An-
other problem concerned with recruiting Task Force and local project col-

laborators from the target countries was the condition of mastering the

English language, which precluded otherwise qualified persons'

The authors based their evaluation on interviews with 96 persons who

were directly involved in Task Force establishment and activities, most of
them from Russia and the three Baltic countries' The methodology is de-

scribed as qualitative research. In the presentation, the identity of the indi-

vidual interviewee is not revealed. In the chapters on \(/estern versus post-

Soviet medicine and the Task force impact in the post-Soviet area, different

opinions are voiced and in some instances quoted verbatim. This is the

most interesting part of the book, the core example being how e new strat-

egy for detection and treatment of tuberculosis was received and imple-

mented. The acronym is DOTS, a 
-MHO-inspired approach which stands

for Directly Observed Treatment with Short-course chemotherapy. This

requires increased effort on the part of the primary health care sector and a

corresponding down-playing of the sanatorium philosophy with supple-

mentary use oflung surgely, which is still the basic approach in Russia. An-

other clash of the cultures wes apparent when the Task Force attempted to

extend its strategy to prisons, where spread ofserious contagious diseases is

rife, but which is a world within a world, governed by its own rules and reg-

ulations. \Øhy waste money on criminal outcasts when it can be spent on

law-abiding citizens? The authors display the whole set of reactions' rang-

ing from rejection-in-disguise to enthusiastic acceptance and willingness to

collaborate. The latter was more noticeable in the Baltic Sea states, whereas

the Russians had a more reserved aftitude to \Øestern attempts to change

traditional systems. An overriding reaction wes to view the problems ad-

dressed by the Task Force as an imposition.
Network building proved to be an unanimous success' Closer contact

with people from other parts of the region led to exchange of ideas and ex-

pertise among medical communities with different traditions. Sustainabil-

iry is another key word in this kind of activiry. 
'\(zill 

the efforts to change

things remain, have a snowball effect, or will people and things revert to old

traditions? Time will show, but since the Task Force was not the only out-

side enterprise of its kind, it will certainly be difÉìcult to sort out cause âncl

effect.

The authors confinecl themselves to evaluating the or:ganisational as-

pects of the Task Force. I found the book inte resting reading, but missecl a-

ciescr:iption ofsingle projects, if only confined to titles ancl number and ori-
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gin of collaborators, which would have enriched the contents and under-
standing ofwhat actually happened during the four years ofTask Force ex-
istence. Four years is a shon term for a multi-targeted programme embrac-
ing five countries, two of them with vast expansion and Àultiple regions.
Any impact, however small, is to be congratulated.

style and language are good. I presume that Health as International
appeal to political and social scientists plus
community, it may interest those engaged

senrarives of prospective donors, whether
governments of non-governmental organisations, may avoid future mis-
takes by reading it.

Per Bergsjø

Nonuegian Institute of Public Heabh
D iuision of Epidemio logt
P.O. Box 4404 Nydalen
NO-0403 Oslo

Norway
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The ruin of the cathedral in Tartu, Estonia, is a proof that it is possible to stand
uprigbt et en if al/ support and suspension høue been tøken øway. somethirugfor
øpolitical interpretøtion? (Photo: Ø. Lørsen 1994)
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Juris Salaks

Book review:

Thsk Force as seen from
the Baltics

Hønneland G, Rotue L. Heahlt as Intetwational Polítics. Combøting

Cornrnunicøble Diseases in tbe Bøbic Sea Region. 119 PP. Aldershot:

,4shgate,2004.

Thebook Healtb as Internationøl Politics is a result of an evaluation of a

major health initiative recently undertaken in the Baltic Sea Region - the

work of the Task Force. The public health situation in Russia and the

Baltic countries is sending out alarming signals to bordering countries, e.g.

when it comes to communicable diseases' Perestroiþa changed not only the

political map of the region, but also revealed old and generated new public

health problems which alerted monitoring institutions in'SØestern Europe.

The initiative for combating communicable diseases that resulted in the

creation of the so called Task Force for Combating Communicable Dis-

eases (Task Force) in the Baltic Sea Region, was taken and supported on the

highest political level ever seen before in the countries involved.

The introductory chapter in the book Heablt as Intemationøl Politicsby

Geir Hønneland and La¡s Rowe provides an overview of international col-

laborarion in the field before the Task Force initiative was launched, and

describes current regional activities, as well S gives an overview ofhealth as

a public good - particularþ focusing on the DOTS concePt.

Chapter 2 contains a description of the establishment and organisa-

tional structure of Task Force. Inception of this health care initiative was

done by Norwegian prime minister Jens Stoltenberg on March 17, 2000

and resulted in signing of the agreemenr betvveen all governments heads in

the Baltic Sea Council, with Norway making the largest contribudon.

Finances for start-up were allocated and a secretariat with high level politi-

cal support opened its office in Oslo. The secretariat provided all necessary

supporr ald sat out objectives for all experts involved. The Task Force it-

self was managed by the Secretariat and the so called Group of Senior

Health Officials.
Initially, five programme gfoups were established for rhe fields surveil-
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lance, Tuberculosis, Hrv/ArDS, ,{ntibiotics and primary Health care.
Due to alarms regarding communicabre diseases in prisons of the former
Easrern block, the Prison experr group was also estabiished.

International Technical Advisors (ITA) were introduced. into the or-
ganisational süucrure of rask Force. ITA ensured technical and logistic
supporr to the members of programme groups and to the projects.

Health as International politics by Geir Hønneland -à í"., Rowe in-
cludes comments giving insight to the perception of the commirmenr
within Task Force. These commenrs are based on interviews with members
ofTask Force and project leaders.

The chapter on western us. post-souiet Medicine includes the feedback
to the initiative in Russia and Baltic countries, where e.g. the Dors (Di-
rectly observed Therapy short course) strategy faces crlticism by leading
Russian experrs. They claim that such sûaregies are nor 

"c".pt"bre 
for Rus-

sia's setting and they are relucta¡rt to mnemonics like Dors. considering
Dors as a starting point, we can explain the distrust of Russians, when
they disapprove of 'magic formulae' of the r7est, but this points to a diÊ
ferent understanding ofpublic health issues in general.

Next chapte¡ describes the impact of rask Force activities in the post-
soviet area. Interviews conducted in Baltic counrries indicate that the Task
Force initiative came in the right place at the right time. However, rhe
health care sysrems of three counÍies *... -"rr.J by Êfu (not seventy as
stated in the text) years ofsoviet rule. Moreover, the emphasis is put on the
description of the new strategies of the primary health .".. ,yrrË-, which
is strongly believed to be the main tool for future control of communicable
diseases.

As mentioned above, the book Heahh øs International politicsis based
on interviews performed in 2003 when Task Force activities were yet to
finish, and the interviews were aimed ro evaluare Task Force operations.
The conclusions are found in the final chapter, and they asse* thË r.r.,rt, 

"svery intriguing and interesting.
Two distincr caregories of informants are defined and described, pro-

viding the reader with the broad range of attitudes held by peopre involved
in Task Force activities, followed by their interpretatio., àf ,*iri,irrg ,.-
gional relarions, East-\(/est relations and of rask Force itself, ro evaluare
the development and impact following the initiative byprime ministerJens
stoltenberg, which induced the other government readers of Baltic Sea Re-
gion countries to join in.

Being an outside observer of the Task Force and its activities in the
Baldcs' I have got a clear impression that we must no[ unclerestimate the

't 
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impact of Task Force activities by any means. It has definitely been one of

the major events in the history of medicine in the region, first of all by cre-

ating new networks for further collaboration.

Juris Saløks, MD, PhD

Associate professor,

Irustitute of History ofMedicine,

Rigø Stradins Uniuersity,

Antonijas ielø I,
Riga, LV-1360
Latuia
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Borders

borders i, tbe former souiet wi/derness reparãte t/tree cotuztries with q,ite clffi-
reixt p o liticlz/ slstems. (Photo : Ø. Larcen 2003)
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Øivind, Larsen

Thsk force evaluation revisited

Michael 2004: t ; 328-31
On crisp and sunny September 30,2004, fifteen people gathered in the
subdued light of the halls of prestigious Fridtjof Nãrrrår, Iistitute outside
oslo. The agenda was to discuss the Task Fo¡ce on communicable disease
cont¡ol in the Baltic sea region, a three year venrure including eleven coun-
tries and engaging more than one rhousand collaborators (t)lThe institute
has its premises in the old villa polhøgda where the explorer, scienrisr,
diplomat, politician and Nobel laureate Fridtjof Nanren liv.d 

"nd 
worked.

The venue of the meetingwas his dining room, a hall lavishly decorated in
1907 with fairy-tale motives by the famous painter E¡ik \Øerenskiold. It
was probably unintentional that the group had allegories above their heads
which easily could be reinterpreted according.o .rr. topic of the meeting:
A Nordic looking lady guiding small children with 

" 
bro*n bear lurking in

the background.
The organisation and adminisr¡ation of the Task Force had in some

ways been different from that of other collaboration efforts, aiming at a
strong and committed local participation. And in fact,223 small projects
had been locally proposed by means of a standardised system, the å called
Logical frame Approach (LFA) Q). Alarge number of the projects, 13g,
were really successfully carried through, many with obvious lasting value
and bearings for future v/ork.

The Task Force had been subject to thorough evaluation during the
process (3-6), so that ample material was ar hand when rhe work was con-
cluded and the final reporr could be presented to the prime ministers in the
Baltic Sea region, who had taken the original initiative (Z).

The Task Force report can also be seen as a contribution to discussions
about organisation and outcome in international collaboration; this meet-
ing being one of the arenas. There were three introductions. The first was
given by the Task Force leader Harald siem. He gave a short outline of the
project and the differences berween traditional organisation and the Task
Force principles. The general idea of the Task Force.was to secure a svsrem
where on the road from supplier to receiver, most of the resou..., *.r.
spent on the receiving side, not on rhe donor side or lost to local bureau-
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Und¿r the fairy-tøle: From brt dre seen: Peter Johøru Schei, director of tbe

FridtÍtjof Narusen Institate and chairrnaru of the meeting, Steinar Andresert,

Lars Rowe, Geír Hønneknd andArud¿rs Seirn. (Photo: Øiaind Larsen)

crats in between, a fate often experienced in international work. His sketch

illustrating this point can be seen on our photograph just below the bear,

no comments on that.
Lars Rowe, historian a¡d researcher from the Fridthjof Na¡sen Insti-

tute and co-author of the principal evaluation (6), summarised the inter-

view-based evaluation of the large project, where 20 million Euros had

been spent, (8,4 million on direct project support!), 65% of this covered by

Norway. His well-balanced talk concluded by giving the project, its organ-

isation and its administrarion a mark from the Norwegian schooling sys-

tem, M-, which should be compared to a B with a minus attached. The ob-

vious strength of the Task Force idea was its close contact with the people

on the ground and its successes here. The project had been launched as a

priority on highest political level by the prime ministers of the countr.ies in-

volved, but the top support later had been weak, a clear disadvantage as

compared to traditional organisation with dght top steering and follow up.
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steinar A¡dresen, senior researcher from the same institute, reviewed
for a comparison of the evaluation process a similar assessment, which he
had carried through on changes in \ØHo administration and its ourcomes
during the Gro Harlem Brundtland leadership 1998-2003. Especially rel-
evant for the Task Force case were his general elaborations on what a suc-
cess really is like, and in what way it should be measured, and when.

The subsequent discussion among the audience became somewhar var-
ied, as different aspecrs were addressed: Task Force organisarion, adminis-
tration, outcomes, the evaluations performed, evaluation in general, and
principles for setting up international development or relief work as such,
competition among providers on the donor side, and among authorities
and organisations on the side of the ¡eceivers. Examples: stein Andresen of
the Norwegian National Institute of Health expressed his preference for a
more predictive bureaucratic model as opposed to the Task Force delega-
tion principles; stein Inge Nesvåg, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, favoured
models where support was given to strengthen the national plans, while
Marianne Monclair from the Red cross missed the focus on non govern-
mental organisations and their local nerworks.

However, Anders Seim, a seasoned development worker with massive
experience in preventing some specific tropical diseases, defated much of
the criticism of rask Force by pointing out that the Task Force was differ-
ent from most other programmes, as it was initia-lly a political collabo¡ation
issue materialized as a medical project which even had ro prove efficiency
and results in a mere three year period, for then to be ended.

It was announced that this short seminar under the fairy-talepaintings
was to be reviewed in a forthcoming report, and people engaged in the
topic look forward to that.

R.eferences:
l. SiemH.TaskForceoncommunicable diseasecont¡ol inrheBalticSearegion. Michael

2004;1:315-9.
2. OhnaV. The LFA\Øeb-rool. Oslo: The Fridthjof Nansen Institute, 2004.
3' Arsalo A, Vainiomâi<i P. New approaches for health sector development collaborarion

in the Baltic Sea and Barents region. Helsinki: Stakes, 2004.
4. Rechel B, McKee M, Learning lessons from tl're experience of the Task Force on com-

'runicable 
disease control in the Baltic sea region. London: European centre on

Health of societies ir Transìrior, Loncton school of Hygiene gc Tropcal Nledicire ,

2004.

5. Rorve L. Report f¡om tl-re Sreering comr-nirree for evaluarion of the Task Force on co'ì-
municable disease conrrol in the Balric Sea;egion. Oslo: The Fr.iclrhjoiNlanse¡ Insri,
rute, 2004.
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6. Hønneland G, Rowe L. Health as international politics. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004.

7 . Final report - Task Force on communicable disease control in the Baltic Sea ¡egion. To
the 5th Baltic Sea states summit, Laulasmaa, 27 lune 2004. Oslo: Ministry of Health,
2004.
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Øivind Larsen

The EUPHA conference 2004:
A quest for context

Michael2004;1: 332-6.
rùØhen the European Public Health Association (EUPHA) met ro irs
twelfth annual conference 2004, the scope was broad. Fresh ideas for a re-
vival of a comprehensive social hygiene were present in all plenary sessions
and in most of the very varied parallel sessions, where papers from all over
Europe and even beyond we¡e presented. Throughout the whole confer-
ence there was a positive atmosphere, what also only could be expected,
when people meet and all share the same view: i.e. that public health work
is the main road for copingwith present and future group level health prob-
lems.

The venue of the meeting was the oslo conference centre in downtown
oslo, where auditoriums and nearby hotels accommodated almost 700

The speech b7 Gro Hørlem Brundtland was met with great interest ørud expec-
tations. (Photo: Ø. Lørsen)
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participants. The keynote speakers had been carefully selected and the

quality of their lectures could only be ranked on a scale from brilliant to ex-

cellent.

Often epidemiological pepers on public health conferences vary be-

tween mere counting to inspiring results of lasting value, emerging from
exciting materials and new methods. Or they range from confirmations of
commonplace knowledge to studies staged to give scientific support to po-

litical decisions already taken. Tendencies of this sort could be observed

also here, but the scientific committee had obviously done a good job to
compose en attractive programme of good quality. Abstracts were pub-

lished in European Journal of Public Health 2004;14: number 4 (Supple-

ment, December 2004.)

The main title of the conference was "Urbanisation and health". Per-

haps the outcome of the conference more was about the challenges of glob-

alisation, and this was also the title of the introductory keynote speech

given by the former Norwegian prime minister and \X{HO Secretary Gen-

eral, dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland.
The plenary session speech by professor Johannes Siegrist from Düssel-

dorf covered the ever pending questions on social inequalities in health in
Europe with a challenging subtitle: from explanation to prevention. In this

and in other speeches a clear and strong wish came to sight; to shift from an

The conference utøs f'ømed with music: Here f'om one of the performances by

the soprano Bodil Røinørts. (Photo: Ø. Larsen)
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internal medical perspecriye ro an acrive approach to sociery and to the
physical and social contexr of medical issues. so e.g. themes like health as-
pects in modern city planning and the usefulness of historical experiences
from the European 19'h century urbanisation were on the agenda.

The shift in public health in direction of acdve health promotion also
was a core issue at the conference. Graz in Austria will host the 2005
EUPHA conference on November 10.-12., and then health promodon
will be a main topic.

New president of the EUPHA is professor Gunnar Tellnes from oslo.

Øiuind. Larsen

Department of general practice and community medicine
Uniuersity of Oslo

P.o.box 1130 Blin¿lern

N-0318 Oslo

o iuind. lars en@medis in. uio. no

Public health arguments should ølso be heard in city planning. Here fom a pa-
per on "walleabilitv" of cities ancl the possibìti4t þr eueryday physical actiu-
itl,.The spealeer was Jint Snllis (Photo: Ø. Løtseiz)
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Professor Gunnør Tellnes addressed *te conference Participants in the Oslo City

Hall. To tlte lefi Per Ditlef-Sirnonsen, malor of Oslo. (Photo: Ø. Lørsen)

To the rigbt Carnilla Stobenberg Norway, wbo gaue a sparÞling and fore'
sighted keynote speecb entitled "Predisposedþr illness? The humaru genlme, en-

uironmental exposure and public heablt", irc corcuersøtion with tbe chairperson

of the session, Alena Petraleoua /ìom Prrtgue, now working in the \X/FIO ì¡t

Geneuø, ønd Heidi Lyshol, Cslo, the fficient secretøry and ntønø-ger ofthe con-

ference. (Photo Ø. Lørsen)



The argumentfrom professor Jobannes siegrist to preaent social inequalities in
lteøhb was strong, (Photo Ø. Larsen)

Tlte poster prize wøs Thomas clausen, oslo for the present/ttioTx en-
titled "Hea/t/t ineq older persons in Botsuønø, a sub-sahar,s,t
Af ican c,ut2tty in trr¿nsition", co-authored b7 Gerd Ho/mboe-ottesen, oslo.
(Photo: Ø. Larsen)


